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NOTE ON BLOCK INVARIANTS
Shen Xin-Yao
In [6], the T-torsions of an N-dimensional CW complex
K are introduced . Using these block invariants, we can list
the generators i and their order of the 2-primany component of
cohomotopy groups nN
	
1 (K) and nN - 2 (K) . Now, we genera-
lize these block invariants and discuss their property . Espe-
cially, some necessary conditions are obtained for the existen
ce of a cross-section .
1 . Let K be an N-dimensional CW complex, n = N - 1,
m = N - 2 . We have an exact couple which is based on the coho-
motopy exact sequence of the triple (K, Kg, K4 1 ) :
vr (K, Kg ) nr (K, Kq
1 )	7 (Kq Kq
-
7r r + l (K, Kq) . . . ,
where i and j are the homomorphisms induced by the inclusions
(K, Kq - 1 ) - (K, Kq) and (Kq Kq - 1) - (K, Kq 1 )
. respectively, and k is the coboundary operator of the triple
(K, Kg, Kg
	
l) . Define precisely,
Ar,q =
and the homomorphisms
A =
rEq
Ar,q,
c = E Cr,qr, C[
i r,ci : Ar,q -, Ar,q-1
.r,q : Ar,a -, Cr,q+1~
kr,q : Cr,q -, Ar+1,q
r + 1SN 2 ;
r > NN±12 '
r,c, r+l ct i r+1 1
rN+1J_
l)
c = ~ ker (~r (K, K -) -' n (K, Kq	)), r = 2 ,
r <
CN 2 l, ,
are the appropriate i, j and k for r >21, when
kr, g is the inclusion, and the remaining homomorphisms
and k are all null homomorphisms .
, j
.T.t is clear that <A, C ; i, j, k > is an exact couple .
1) [N+1] stands for the largest integer not exceeding N21 .
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Consider the first derived couple
	
<r,H ; i,j,b > of the
cohomotopy exact couple <A, C ; i, j, k> . By definition,
rr .q = Im ir,q
where dr.q = j r+l,cT , kr,q : Cr,q Cr+l,q+l and homomorphisms
and
r,a __ ker dr 'qH
Im dr-1'q-1
i r.q : rr.q -~ rr .q-1
jr .q : rr,q -~ Hr,q+1l
br,q : Hr,a __, rr+l,q+1,
are induced by i r .q-1 , jr .q(ir,q)-1 and kr, q respectively .
The group rr (Kq, Kq-1 ) can be interpreted as the q - th
cochain group of K with coefficient group aq(Sr) [1] . Thus
Hr'Q .Hq(K ;7r S (Sr)) . The homomorphism
d, =j° b : Hq (K ; s (Sr-l )) -+ H
q+2 (K ; ir q+2 (Sr ))
is a cohomology operátion [4) ; in particular,
do	=j b: Hq (K7.á (Sq)) - Hq+2 (K ; aa+2 (Sq+l ))
do	=j b: Hq(K ;nq(Sq-l )) --> Hq+
2 (K . 7rq
+2
(Sq ))
are Steenrod squares from integral coefficients to coefficients
mod 2 and from coefficients mod 2 to coefficients mod 2 .
[3] '
tion
as follows .
br ' q (a) EIm ir+1,q+2 . Let 01E
rr+1,q+2 imply iSc+1,q+2(P1) __
br, q(a) . Then
Jr+l,q+2(R1) Eker dr+1,q+3 . It is easily to
verify that the class
	
h1 (a) _ {7r+1,g+2(~')} EHr+1,q+3 is
indenendent of the choice made by the element (i 1 . Thus we
obtain the homomorphism h. .
is the Adem's secondary operation (D .
On ker dó'q, we can define a secondary cohomology opera-
hl : ker dr, q --~ H r+1,q+3 =
ker dr+1,q+3
Im dr,q+1
If a Eker do
r'q, then Jr+l,q+óbr,q(a) = 0, hence
In [5], the following theorems are proved .
Theorem 1 . The secondary cohomology operation
hl : ker dq'q - Hq+1,q+3
Theorem
	
2 . For N >3, we have a short exact sequence
n+1
0
H (K ;Z 2 ) 7r
n (K) Hn (K ;Z) --> 0
(1)
Sq
2 Hn-1 (K ;Z)
When N >5, for irm(K) we have
0 --' I' -irm (K) -> ker Sq2 ( CH'(K ;Z)) - 0 (2)
0 --, Coker (D -> I' --> Coker Sq2 , 0
Hm+2(K ;22)
2 Hm+1(K
;Z2)
where Coker <P = -.Id coker Sq =
Sq2 Hm (K ;Z 2 )+Im4) Sg2Hm-1 (K ;Z)
This theorem makes it clear that, using cohomology groups and
cohomology operations, we may determine the structure of the
cohomology groups rn (K) and rm (K) within an extended limit
of precision .
2 . For determining these groups exactly, we first note
Corollary 3 . rrn (K) and Hn (K ;Z) have the same rank and
odd primary components .
Now, we consider the 2-primary component of ir n (K) .
Denote the p-primary component of group G by G (p) and
mG = { g : mg = 0} . Assume
Hn(K ;Z)(2)_ Z211+ . . .+2211+2212+ . . .+Z212+ . . .+Z21r+ . . .+Z21r .
S 1 S 2 Sr
1 1 >1 2 > . . . >1 r .
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In (61, the cohomology operations
Hn+l (K ; Z
	
)2
(1) (k) " 1 Hn(K ;Z) __3. Coker
Sq2 =T
.
2 k Sq2 Hn-l(K ;Z)
are defined . Each operation has the properties :
n
(i) For { Z } E 2 1kH (K ; Z) , we can choose e E,n (K) such
that j e = {z} . Because 2 1k{z} = 0, then j(2lke) = 21kj(e)=
21k{z} = 0 . Let F E Coker Sq 2	b an element such that iF=2 lke .
Then
T (1) (k) ({z}) = F .
(Notice that the element F is uniquely determined in
Coker Sq2 )
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(i i) T
(1) (k) 1 21tHn(K ;Z) = 0, k >t .
Using these operations, we can determine the cohomotopy
group n n(K) (2) from (1) .
In fact [2 ' 61 , we can reconstructe
the group ir n (K) (2) by Hn(K ;Z)(2), Coker Sq 2	a dT (l) (k)
as follows . Let el+l , . . ., eu
+1 be a basis of Coker Sq2 , and
el, . . ., es i ; es1+ .1, . . ., esl+s2 ; . . . ; er-1
, . . ., er be the
iElsi+ l i
E
lsi
generators of Hn(K ;Z)(2~, the order of ek_ 1	be 21k.
E si+j
i=1
j	
= 1, . . .,sk , k = 1, . . .,r . Then we can construct a group ET(1)
0
(Coker Sq2 , Hn(K ;Z)(2)) as follows . First, we have the set
Coker Sg 2 xHn (K ;Z)(2) . Note the order of the generator
ek-l , j - 1, . . ., sk, is
21k, so the element of Hn (K ;Z)(2)
i=1
has the form
k n ~~k <21k .k l j il a j ek_l ' 0 J
iplsi+j
Let F E: Coker Sq 2 , then the element of Coker Sq 2 x Hn(K ;Z)(2)
has the form
where
r sk
sk
(F,
r
kl~l j i- l aj ek_ 1	)
iplsi+j
(F .kE .ak ek_1 ) + (F' ; ]¿E 'ak ek_ l	) _J j ~j J
iplsi+j iElsi+j
e k
7
if
if
p cak < 21k .
Using the operation T (1) (k), define an addition of pairs as
follows .
_ (F+F'+kEj ekT (1)(k) ek_ l	, kE j (ak+'a
_,k21k)
ek-1 ) .
iElsi j i=lsi+j
ak + la k <21k
J J
«k +'a~>21k .
This addition is associative, makes Coker Sg2x Hn (K ;Z) (2) a
group . That is the group ET (1)(Coker Sq
2
, Hn(K ;Z)(2)) . Now,
let
u
T (l) (k)
	
ek1 = X71 «j,
el+l, j = 1, . . .,sk , k = 1p . . . r,
then é n+li 1, . . .,u, ek l = (0, ek 1 ),
j!l si + j ipl si+j
j = 1, . . .,sk,k = 1, . . .,r, is a set of generators of
ET (1) (Coker Sq 2 , Hn (K; Z) (2) )., .and the relations are
21 i 1 = 0, i = 1, . . . . u,
So we have
Jisi+ j
_ u _
2lkek-1 = El 01 j , e n+1 , j = 1, . . .,sk , k =
1, . . .,r .
2; si+ ji=1
It is not hard to show[61
na (K) (2) - ET(1)(Coker Sq2 , Hn(K ;Z)(2)) .
Theorem 4 . Let K be an N-dimensional CW complex .
Hn(K ;Z)(2), Coker Sq2 and their generators are as above, then
the group rn (K) (2) has a presentation
éln+1
	
én+1 n n I n+1 = 0< , . . ., ,él , . . .,ér 2'1. + i = 1, . . ., u,u
iplsi
_ u
21kek-1 pla J +1'
-1, . . .,sk , k-1, r>
iYl s i+7
where ,n+l, ék 1 are
corresponding to the generators
ipl si
+ J
en+l,
ek-1 respectively, and (a~ )
is the matrix repre-
¡Pl si + J
sentation of T( 1)(k) with respect to the ordered bases
{ el , . . .,e r } and { el+l~ . . .,eú+1) .
i,-l s i
For the group irm (K) (2) , we have similar results . But the
situation is more complicated . In fáct, instead of T (1) (k),
we have three groups of homomorphisms, namely
and
T2
.r2(2) (k)- 21k ker Sq2 -~ Coker Sq2 ,
2 ) (k) : ker T (2) (K) -> Coker,0 2
T(2) : Coker Sq2 -~ Coker < ,
where
Define
Coker
ker Sq 2 ( CH'(K ;Z)) ,
2
	
H (K ; Z2) rCoker Sq = 2 m-1Sq H (K ;Z)
= a factor group of Hm+2 (K ;Z 2 ) .
Using these homomorphisms, we can obtain a presentation of
ir m(K) (2), see [6] .
3 . In theorem 4, we obtain a presentation of the group
n n (K)(2) . But, for a fixed
integer t >O, we do not know how
many copies of Z 2t are contained in n n (K) (2), .
Now we introduce the T(1)- torsions as follows .
Definition . Let K be an N-dimensional CW complex .
Assume Hn (K ;Z) (2) and Coker Sq 2 are as above . Then we have
T (1) (k) : 2lkHn(K ;Z)(2) - Coker Sq 2 .
a k = dim ~k
Im T (1) (i) - dim i<k Im T (1) (i), k =
1, . . . . r ,
r
a r+l = u ~c 1 1
ak .
and call them the T (1) (k) torsions of K .
Obviously, the T (1) (k) torsions are all homotopy numeri-
cal invariants
Using these invariants, we can list the generators and
their order of cohomotopy group
	
rrn (K), (2) as follows[
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Then
where
Theorem 5 . Let k be an N-dimensional CW complex .
and irn(K)(2) is determined by Hn(K ;Z)(2), dimension of
Coker Sq2 over Z2 and T (1) (k) torsions . More precisely, if
Hn(K ;Z)(2), and Coker Sq2 are as above, then
ir n (K) (2) = k
®1 Z 1 +1+ . . .+Z 1 +l+	
®1 Z + . . .+Z 1 +Z2+ . . .+Z2~
2 k 2 k 2'k 2 k
a
k
rank rrn (K) = rank Hn (K ;Z)
nn (K) (P) = Hn (K ; Z). (P) , P>2
is the T (1) (k) torsion of K .
ak sk - ak ar+l
In a similar way, we can define the T22)(k) torsions,
T2 2 á (k) torsions and the relative Ti 2) torsions of K . As an
application of these invariants, we can list the generators and
their order of rm(K) (2)' see [ 6] .
4 . We mention that the operations T2 1) (k) are only
defined for
	
n = N - 1, and operations T (2) (k) for m =N - 2 .
Now we generalize the definition of operations T (1) (k) for
all s as follows .
that
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At first, we recall the definition of T (1) (k) .
Trn-1(Kn 1,Kn-2) Irn(K,Kn-1) 3~. trn(Kn,Kn-1)
fii
7r n-1 (Kn ~Kn-1) k+	irn(K,Kn ) ir n(Kn+l,Kn)
Let {z} E 21kHn (K ;Z) and z Eir n (Kn ,Kn-1 ) be one of its
representations (see (3», then there exists an element
a E~n-1 (Kn-1,Kn-2) such that
so a is a cocycle mod 2 .
jk(a) = 21kz .
Note that there is also an element R E1tn (K,Kn-1 ) such
Now k(ca) - 21k R E.,rn (K, Kn-1 ) satisfies the equation
j(k(a) - 2 1kp) = 2 1kz - 21kz = 0,
so there is y Ew n (K,Kn ) such that
iy = ka - 2 1k p .
Then, by definition,
	
T(1) (k) ({z}) = {y} ECoker Sq
2 .
Now we analyse this process . First we obtain a cocycle
a mod 2, it is from the class {z} e 2 1kHn (K ;Z) . Secondary,
we obtain the class {y} E Coker Sq2	fromthe mod 2 class
a . We know that [31 the second step is exactly equivalent to
the action of the Steenrod squares . So, if we can generalize
the first step, then we can generalize the operation T (1) (k) .
Now we do this as follows .
Let {z} E 2 1kHS (K ;Z) and z ECS (K ;Z) be one of its re-
presentations, then there exists aECs-1 (K ;Z) such that
Now a is a cocycle mod 2, but it is not unique . Obviously,
as
Sa = 2 1k z .
the indeterminacy is an integral cocycle . So we can define
Hs-1 (K ; Z )
u
k" 21k H (K ; Z)
a r ({z}) = {a}
where M is the natural homomorphism .
In this way, we can generalize T (1) (k), and define the
cohomology operation
sT (1) (k) : 21kHs (K ; Z) --> Coker Sq2
as
Obviously, we have
ST(1) (k)
	
= Sq2 . a k .
Theorem 6 . Let K be an N-dimensional complex and
n = N - 1 . Then on 2 1kHn (K ;Z), we have operations nT (1) (k)
and T (1) (k) . But they are coincide :
nT (1) (k) = T (1) (k) : 21kHn(K ;Z) -` Coker Sq2 .
The operation T(1) (k) has properties (i)
i
and (ii)
(see §2)
Now we consider the corresponding properties for operation
has the property (ii), that is if { z} E 210S (K ; Z) and k>t,
then
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Theorem 7 . The operation
sT (1 .) (k) = Sq2 ° a k : 21kHs (K ; Z) ---1» Coker Sq 2
ST(1)(k) ({Z} ) = 0 .
Proof . It is sufficient to prove
Let
	
aFCs-1 (K ; Z) imply
S a = 2lt z,
where z ECS (K ;Z) is a representation of {z} . Then we have
In general, the kernel of
S (2 1k -lta) = 21k z .
By definition, ak{z} = {2 1k-lta ) . Now 2 1k l ta as a cocy
cle mod 2 is 0, so a k{z} = o-
j : ir S (K) ' - HS (K ; Z)
is not Coker Sg2 (cf . (25) . But on ker j, we can define
j' : ker j'-Coker Sq2 .
Let eE ir S (K) and the order of j (e) be 21k . Then 2 lke Eker j.
Using the method of 161, we can prove
j'(2lke) = Sg2oak(j(e)) .
5 . Using the operations
ST(1)(k) :21kHS(K ;Z) -Coker (Sa2 :HS-1 (K ;Z) _ -H S+1 (K ;Z 2 ))
we define
sak = dimick Im ST(
1 )(i) - dimi<k Im ST(1) (i) ,
and call them the ST (1) (k) torsions of K .
Let K be an N-dimensional CW complex and let Kn be
its,n-skelton . Let
	
n>0 and let Kn	b the complex formed by
shinking Kn-1 to a point e which is not in K-Kn-1a d is
the single 0-cell of Kn . Now we discuss the relation between
sT (1) (k) torsions of K and of Kn , Kn .
and
We first consider Kn .
Theorem 8 .
ST(1)(k) torsion of Kn = 0, if s >n-I .
Proof . Obviously,
where im is induced by the identical map i : Kn'-~K .
Whence
1s+1 =
Hs+l (K ;Z2) Hs+1 (K;Z2 ), if s+l <n,
ir : Hr (K ;Z) 25 Hr (Kn;Z), if r = s, s - 1,
S . Cn,, Cn+1 .
ST (1) (k) torsion of Kn = sT (1) (k) torsion of K,
if s <,n-l,
ST(1) (k) torsion of Kn =
sT(1)(k) torsion of K, if
s <n-1 . On considering the normal form of the incidence matrix
for
where Cm is the group of integral m-cochains in K, we see
that
is monomorphism, and
where Hn is a free summand of Hn (Kn,Z) which arises from
0
the basic cochain
	
cECn	suchthat Sc = (21+1)c' (1 >O) and
is the natural homomorphism .
Since
then we have
iñ : Hn(K, Z 2 ) Hn (Kn Z2 )
Hn (Kn ,Z 2 ) = in*Hn (K,Z 2 )+ PHó ,
!i : Hn(Kn,Z) - Hn(Kn,Z2)
ir : Hr (K,Z) = Hr (Kn,Z), if r = n-1, n-2,
n-1T(1) (k) torsion of Kn = n-1T(1) (k) torsíon of K . But
Hn(Kn .Z2) n-1 n Hn(K,Z2 ) _ n-1dim
íSq 2Hn-2 (Kn,Z)I - °k íSq
of K >dim 2Hn-2(K,Z) k ° k1
of K .
whence
When s + 1 >n, then
Hs+l
(Kn,Z2) = 0,
Coker ( Sq2 : H S-1 (Kn,Z) - Hs+1 (Kn ,Z 2 )) = 0 .
We have
whence
Now we consider K .n
Theorem 9 .
is an epimorphism, and
ST(1) (k) torsion of Kn = 0, if s+l>n .
ST(1)(k)
	
torsion of Kn = 0, if s < n+l,
S T (1) (k) torsion of Kn = ST (1) (k) torsion of K,
Proof . When s <n, then
HS (Kn,Z) = 01
ST (1) (k) torsion of Kn = 0, if s <n .
If s = n, then Hn (Kn ,Z) is a free Abelian group since
Kn has no (n-1)-dimensional torsion . So in this case
nT (1) (k) torsion of Kn = 0 .
if s > n+l .
Let L : K -> Kn be the identification map . Since LIK-Kn-1
is a homeomorphism onto Kn - e° which maps each cell of
K-Kn-1 on a cell of Kn - e° , it follows that
tñ : Hn (Kn,Z) -' Hn (K,Z) (4)
cs : H S (Kn , G) - HS (K, G)
is a isomorphism if
	
s >n . In the commutative diagram
note (4) is an epimorphism and (5) is an isomorphism, the
homomorphism t * induces isomorphism
Then from the commutative diagram
we have
2S
Hn(Kn,Z) ---, Hn+2 (Kn ~z 2 )
s2
_
Hn (K, Z) q- Hn+2 (K,Z 2 ),
r*
: Hn+2 (KnPZ2) - Hn+2(K,Z2)
Sg 2Hn (Kn ,Z) ~ Sg2Hn(K,Z) .
Hn+l
(Kn~Z)
n+1T(1)(k) . H
n+2
2 (Kn'Z 2 )
2lk Sq H (Kn,Z)
n+l n+1T(1)(k) . Hn+2(K'Z2 )1 (TC,Z)
2 k Sg2Hn(K,Z),
n+1T (1) (k) torsion of Kn
= n+1T(1)(k) torsion of K .
If s >n+2, then from (5) is an isomorphism, we have
ST (1) (k) torsion of Kn = ST (1) (k) torsion of K .
Let 7r : E'- B be a map of E onto B . Map F : B - E
is called a section of 7r if irF : B -" B is the identity of B .
Whence
Theorem 10 . If 7 : E' -->B has a section, then
k
	
k
E s° i of E > E Su¡ of B, k = 1, 2, .
i=l i=1
Proof . Let F : B' --', E be a section of 7r, then from
1rF = 1 B , we have
ir* : Hs (B,G) ' - Hs (E,G)
is a monomorphism . In fact, we have
Hs (E,G) = ker F* + Im ffs
= ker F * + 7r*HS(B,G) .
H-	(E,.Z 2) ker F.S . +2. ± n.s
+ 2H- -(B,Z 2 )
Sg2HS (E,Z) Sa 2 (ker F* + asHs(B,Z)
ker Fs+2 17s+2Hs+2(B,Z2)_ +
Sg 2ker F *	Sq2ir *HS (B,Z)
Hence from the commutative diagram
Sq 2
HS(B,Z) _ Hs+2(B,Z2)
Sq2
HS(E,Z) ->
we obtain
we have
* .
Hs+2(B,Z 2 1
	
Hs+2(E,Z2)
. Sg
2HS (B,Z) Sg
2HS (E,Z)
is a monomorphism . Then from the commutative diagram
Hs+l(B,Z) S+1T(1)(k),
HS+2(B,Z2)
21k
l7r* Sg2HsJB,Z)
4 ir
HS +2+1 S+1T(1)(k),(E,Z.2)
1 H (E,Z) 22 k Sq Hs (E, Z)
k k
E su . of E > E so, of B, K = 1,2, . . .
i=1 1 i=1
b . Remark . In the previous paragraphes we have discussed
the generalization of T( 1)(k) torsions and obtained their pro
perties . We can use the same stratege to generalize the
T (2 kk)-torsions, and obtaine the similar properties . The details
will be published elsewhere .
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